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IHFCK WORKING GROUP 3
LONG TERM ASSURANCE OP SDPPLY OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT
(Subject Ho 16 In Appendix 3 of Working Group 3 Report)
Arising out of Its discussion of papers presented to It,
Working Group 3 developed a list of key questions concerning
the long tens assurance of supply of uranium enrichment,
excluding non-proliferation aspects which are considered under
Subject Ho 18 In Appendix 3 (rmtT INFCE/DEP/WG3/19). The list
of questions and the responses received were distributed by
Working Group 3 *• working documents. For the conrenience of
participants in INFCE and those seeking background Information
to the ZHFCE Final Report, the list of questions and the
responses are consolidated In the attached documents.
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TASK FORCE B
Key Questions — Uranium Enrichment

A.

Assurance of Supply

1.

Would customers feel airy greater assurance of supply with access to
enriched uranium on a long—term contract basis as compared to access
to natural uranium and enrichment services individually on a long—term
contract basis ?

2.

What measures could be taken in cases where:

a)

supplies or purchases are stopped or interrupted as a result of
political or other decisions by Governments not connected with
breaches of non-proliferation commitments by customers ?

b)

supplies or purchases are interrupted for other reasons commonly
regarded as force majeure in the commercial context ?

Is there a need to provide cover for such situations ?

If so, what

kind of stockpile or backup arrangements among suppliers and/or
customers would be desireable ?

Are there additional multilateral

or fuel bank concepts that should be considered and, if so, how should
they be managed ?

3. Would greater assurance of enrichment supply be provided through
customer investment in national enrichment projects, in multinational
projects ?

Would such investment reduce the risks of interruption of

supply for political reasons ?

B.

Natural Uranium and Enrichment Market Factors

A*

What is a desireable margin of enrichment capacity above projected needs
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How can or should any significant excess capacity be avoided ? How
can any unavoidable excess be used beneficially to promote market
stability or customer assurance ?

What would be the significance, to uranium suppliers, to enrichment
plant operators and to customers, of a) practices resulting in a
common enrichment plant tails assay on the one hand, or permitting
variation in tails assay on the other hand; and b ) recycling ?
(dependent on inputs from WGs 1,2,4).

How can changes be accomodated in the actual need for uranium and
enrichment services, caused by changes in projected need for nuclear
power, and in fuel management strategies, to avoid excessive market
instability in either of the two market sectors without an unreasonable
proportion of the increased costs being borne by the customer 1

Flexibility in Enrichment Contracting

What are the ways of providing enrichment customers with sufficient
contracting flexibility to accommodate changing needs and circumstances
without an unreasonable proportion of the increased costs being borne
by suppliers ?

What flexibility exists or could be provided to the

customer to allow more freedom in retransfer of unneeded enriched uranium
To what extent does rigidity exist in present contracts with respect to
changing suppliers or using more than one supplier for a given need ?
Is such rigidity desireable ?

If not, how can it be mitigated.
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Dear Sirs,
Please find enclosed herewith s
- the French contribution to the-discussion of the key questions
concerning enrichment
- the French contribution to key questions related to the nonproliferation aspects of long term assurances of supply
- the French contribution to the key questions related to raw
materials.

^3

ours Sincerely,

Bcrtrand GQLPSCHMIDT
Enc. 3
copy to Mr.N.R. McDonald

Le 6 Ouin 1978.

INrCF - WORKING GROUP 3
FRENCH CONTRIBUTION
TO THE DISCUSSION OF THE
KEY QUESTIONS CONCERNING
ENRICHMENT.

A.I.- From the consumer's viewpoint guarantees of supply in enrichment have the
same characteristics as those related to natural uranium.
A.2.- Still from the consumer's viewpoint, whatever the origin of any interruption of supplies, the first remedy is to draw from the stockpiles, and to
use the opportunities offered by diversified sources in order to increase
as much as possible the resources coming from such sources.
In this respect it would be \ery useful for Working Group 3 to enquire
about users' and Governments' intents in the field of stockpiling policies,
before studying the characteristics of any "fuel bank".
One should already note, concerning the concept of a "fuel bank" that
the stockpile should be readily available for the consumer so that
its use, in an emergency, would not depend on the good will of any bank,
as "apolitical" it may be.
B.4.- Enrichment being a service, it must be reliable. If this activity can be
performed in an industrial and commercial context as normal as possible,
there will be no risk of under nor of over-capacity.
*

B.5. and
B.6.- These technico-economical questions are out of the terms of reference
of Working Group 3.
B.7.-

A normal Industrial and commercial management of uranium enrichment plants,
should enable to draw the best benefits of their technical possibilities.

Le 7 Juin 1978.

INFCE GROUP 3
FRENCH CONTRIBUTION TO
KEY QUESTIONS RaATED TO THE NONPROLIFERATION ASPECTS OF LONG TERM
ASSURANCES OF SUPPLY

I.- Development In all Industrial fields Is closely linked to
international trade. On the other hand the fact that a national nuclear
program Is dependent on international trade. Is among the best guarantees
that a Government having such a prograa will not breach its international
commitments. Autarclc nuclear prograns should thus be avoided, as well for
industrial efficiency and for non-proliferation reasons.
2.- But a country can not rely on 'ntemational trade for such a
vital part of Its industry 1f 1t has no reasonable enough assurance that
its long term needs will be met by the International Market without undue
political interference. Assured supplies for Importing countries are thus
an essential part of any worldwide non-proliferation policy. If they are
not achieved, an Incentive will be given to autarcic developments leading
to greater proliferation risks.
3.- The first prerequisite of such a confidence In the supplies
to come from the international markets is the possibility of concluding,
in such a market, long-tern contracts with a variety of companies* located
in different countries independent of eachother In this respect. This
supposes that exporting countries or companies do not request the aonopoiy
of furnishing the fuel or fuel cycle services to any other given country
or facility.
4.- The second condition is that Importing countries should be
assured that long t e m contracts concluded under a given set of political
conditions would not be Interrupted as long as these conditions would be
adhered to, and that possible changes 1n exporting policies of supplier
nations would not be unilaterally Imposed on existing contracts.
5.- The question whether or not a new common set of internationally agreed non-proliferation conditions should be negotiated and agreed
upon seems difficult to answer. It is clear that, if this could be
quickly and definitively concluded, and all signatories had the assurance
that no interruption of supply could occur as long as such rules are
observed, it would be a positive factor. But the likelihood of such an
achievement In the near future 1s questionable.
6.- It is thus likely that* whatever new international consensus
could be reached in the near future. It would not be fully comprehensive*
and some natters would continue to be dealt with differently in various
national non-proliferation policies* which would probably evolve with
time in one or another direction. The question has been raised whether

2.
such permanent evolution was or not wishfull. It seems that the less
these conditions would change with tirce, the better it would be. But
if changes have to bs made, tho rule should be that such changes would
only be made by common agreement and that the threat of interrupting
existing contracts (being on the side of the exporter or the importer)
should not be used as a lever to obtain such changes.
7.- The aforementioned conditions are considered by consumers
as the most important assurances of supply they need. Supposing these
basic conditions satisfied, security of supply could be further enhanced
by the creation of a fuel bank holding its own stockpiles which would
guarantee fuel deliveries in case of undue interruption for political
reasons. Such guarantee would not play in case of a breach by the
importing country of its non-proliferation commitments resulting from
multilateral or bilateral agreements.

I D 7 Juin 1978.

INFCE GROUP 3

FRENCH CONTRIBUTION TO THE
KEY QUESTIONS RELATED TO RAH MATERIALS

I.I-

Supposing adequate efforts of exploration and investment are
pursued, and no political obstacles to production and sales arise,
there are good reasons to think that adequate uranium resources can
be made available to meet the short and medium-term needs of the
nuclear power industry. But the lack of assurances for the longer
term should lead the international community to a prudent management
of the existing resources, and to seek the best possible utilisation
of the energetical potential of these resources.

1.2.-

The uranium market is at present subject to governmental interventions exceeding largely those prevailing for other commodities.
Accordingly, the role of commercial contracts is not always clearly
distinct from the one of administrative regulations or political
controls. In some cases* it leads to unconscionable bargains in
favour of suppliers (political fixing of prices, restrictions of
use). A better distinction between political and commercial conditions
would largely contribute to a more satisfactory market.

1.3.-

The timely entry into production of depos'ts, existing or still
to be discovered, necessitates very important capital investments, as
well in exploration and exploitation. It does not seem likely that
all such investments can be made only with capital orriginated in the.
producing countries. Capital coming from importing countries will
probably be needed in many cases, which supposes adequate assurances
as well concerning the profitability of the investment, and the
access to the uranium produced.

1.4,-

For all commodities, market stability is achieved through longterm contracts, supplemented by short term contracts and spot purchases.
Only long term contracts can achieve a satisfactory equilibrium between
supply and demand.

1.5,-

Tails assay fixing is a typical example of governmental Intervention in a matter which should be settled by a free negotiation between
supplier and customer.

I.6.-

Any flexibility is good "per se" provided Its cost Is not to high.
The existence or not of a fuel bank is not related to this problem.
What consumers await from Governments, are clear and stable regulations,

2.
on the stability of which they should te able to rely in orcer tc mic
their own best decisions.
II. 1-

The aain concern of importing countries related to assurances of
supply of natural uraniua, is the risk or interruption of supplies for
poll tidal reasons. If one wishes to see such countries rely on international market for their applies - rather nan developing autarclc
resources - at greater economic crsts. It is necessary to give then a
- strong assurance that supplies tc be nade according to Investaents Mile
or contracts signed under agreed political conditions, will not be
Interrupted as long as these conditions are adhered to, even in case
the policy of the exporting nation changes for future investaents or
future contracts.

II. 2-

Consumers are usually following simultaneously two ways :
• - the diversification of their
especially comaercial ones,

applies for aany reasons

- the building of stockpiles which are necessary for
technical and social reasons j in order to be available
when necessary, such stockpiles must be readily available
In appropriate locations.

II.3-

In order to support long tern uranium contracting, Governments
should adopt clear and stable regulations, opening the way for a free
discussion between Industrial partners, producers and consumers, or
their camercial representatives.

FRANCE
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KEY QUESTIONS COKCERinNC ENRICHMENT

Older A.2 r e p l a c e t h e third l i n e s t a r t i n g ' with the words "One should
already note . . . n

and f i n i s h i n g with t h e words " . . . i t nay be", with

the following:
"One should already note that the conusmers express their interest
in having their own stockpiles readily available in case of emergency.
An international mechanism should contribute to s a t i s f y the consumer's
needs by increasing t h e i r security of supply

CO-CHfcHWEH/WG.3/42
23 Jvrne 1978
Swiss Contribution
INFCE - WG.3

14.6.1978

ANSWERS TO KEY QUESTIONS AND PROPOSAL
FROM THE SWISS DELEGATION

1. TaBk Force A, B and C; from the point of view of the Swiss
utilities
1.1 General Considerations
The SWIBS utilities are responsible toward the People of Switzer- land for the reliable and sufficient supplying of electricity.
Because some questions in Task Forces A, B and C lead to similar
answers, it has been chosen to cover the questions in these
three Task Forces in a topic orientated manner rather than to
answer each question specifically.
It has also been sought to balance the .interests of both suppliers
and consumers. If this balance occasionally appears somewhat
consumer orientated, this results from the fact that Switzerland
not being a supplier country might underestimate suppliers' concerns and it should not be interpreted as 'an intention to ignore
suppliersfrequirements.

1.2. Assurance of Supply
fundamentally, the access to raw materials and services has to
be open, within the framework of a single comprehensive mutually
agreed non-proliferation regime, on a non-discriminatory base
to all interested parties accepting this regime. The circulation
of raw materials, of elaborated products as well as of technical
information and know-how should be free between the parties
accepting the non-proliferation regime (Task Force A, II, 2a;
Task Force A,II, 3; Task Force B, A, 2a).

? Furthermore", any unilateral proposition, for political modification of the existing rules for access to and control of
raw materials and services should not have any effect before
a consensus of all parties on the proposed modifications has
been reached. (Task Force A,I,2; Task Force A, 11,1: Task
Force A,II,2a; Taks Force B,A,2a; Task Force C,2a).
Assurance of supply depends heavily on investment incentive-.,
in the facilities required to produce raw materials or to
performe services. Propensity to invest,is related to the
risks associated with the investments. The better those
risks are known the larger the propensity to invest will be.
Today, the consumers are in a better position to calculate the
..risks on investments associated with uranium prospection,. enrichment and reprocessing. This statement is, of course,
only valid if the Governments of the countries in which the
investments take place maintain a policy guaranteeing adequate returns on these investments. (Task Force A,I,3; Task
Force A,1,4; Task J*orce 8,B,U). Furthermore, multinational
consumers'investments lead to a self reinforcement of nonproliferation because it makes the hi ding of unilateral diversion almost impossible and reduces the need for national
facilities (Task Force B, A,3; Task Force B,C,7).
A further mesure to improve the assurance of supply is the
creation of stocks of raw materials and elaborated products.
In order to complement the assurance resulting from the
free circulation of raw materials an<" elaborated products,
these stocks should be established on a national basis first and
if possible consolidated by multinational stocks (Task Force
A,I,7).

1.3. Market Stability
All measures described in paragraph 1.2 above will also have
a stabilising effect on the market of raw materials and services.
Market stability will generally be improved by reducing waste
of raw materials and elaborated products such as can be done
by recycling residual uranium and plutonium in thermal reactors and by introducing bre3der reactors (Ta3k Force C, ?b).

Furthermore, once the pooling effect resulting from the
large number of reactors supplied by most facilities of the
fuel cycle is recognized, measures like: fractional contracting for enrichment and reprocessing, requirement type contracts
fdr enrichment and reprocessing, consumer free selection of
enrichDiJnt tail assay with'.n technically acceptable limits,
etc. will enhance diversification of supply and, therefore,
.market stability (Task Force A,I,6; Task Force B,A,1:, Task
Force B,B,5)•

2.. Task Force D; from the point of view of the Federal Administration
2.1.

General considerations
•

•
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1) The security of supply of nuclear material and equipment and
of access to nuclear fuel services and scientific and
technological information can only ";e achieved on the basis
of an equal ^treatment of all States having accepted the same
basic undertakings and the same conditions to achieve nonproliferation. Conversely, assurances of supply and of access are prerequisites for an effective and credible worldwide non-proliferation policy, as difficulties or interruptions of supply and of access due to differing or
changing non-proliferation policies force the customer
States to evade the non-proliferation system or to search
for autonomous measures 'questions 4, 9a, 10).
2)As experience has shown, bilateral solutions are based on
differing and changing national non-proliferation policies;
they imply the risk of unequal treatment leading to insecurity of supply and access, as well as the risk of market
distortion thus undermining the effectiveness and the credibility of the whole non-proliferation regime, and of
nuclear energy in general. Therefore, a common set of internationally agreed non-proliferation undertakings and
conditions is indispensable, and this set should reflect
a unified, basic definition of non-proliferation, (questions

-1»T

3)

The procedure for defining non-proliferation, its undertakings* and conditions, should be a multilateral one and
embrace also arbitral jursidiction over its implementation.
The^work of INPCE could serve as a base for its preparation
and should be followed by negociations within an adequate
frame-work, (questions 3,4,9a,11).

4) For the sake of security of supply and of access, the common
set of undertakings and conditions Should be as stable and
as long-ranged as possible. It is nevertheless recognised
that procedures for amending the conditions according to
changing political and technical circumstances are necessary. However, this amending mechanism should also be of a
multilateral nature, and supply and access should be further
secured during the negotiation phase. The possibility of
unilateral and bilateral modifications of non-proliferation
conditions should be excluded (if, however, unilateral modifications should be allowed henceforth, the changed nonproliferation conditions should not have an impact on
previously agreed commercial contracts).(questions 2,9b).
2.2 Definition of non-proliferation
Non-proliferation is best defined by defining-proliferation. The
term proliferation should be strictly understood to mean the
appearance of new nuclear weapons' States. Based on this very
strict definition, all other aspects are to be considered as ways
and means and must be integrated into an optimal regime. In this
respect, security of access to sensitive services of the nuclear
fuel cycle or to the services of peaceful nuclear explosive devices etc. appear as constructive aspects of non-proliferation.
(Question 1 ) .

2.3 Main weaknesses of the actual non-proliferation regime and remedies
thereto
.
The most important instrument of non-proliferation today is the
treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons (NPT), to
which more than 100 States haved adhered. Several years ago, it
has been recognized that this instrument contains several weak
points (questions *l,9b):

a) no provision for the control of transfer of scientific
and technological information
b) withdrawal of a State from NPT can lea*} to an unsafeguarded situation in this State
c) full sco'pe safeguards are not requested for non nuclear
weapon States not party to NPT

a) Export of technology
Some States have recently postulated that restraint should be
exercised in the tranfer of sensitive technologies and
facilities as well as of weapons usable material in order
to slow down the spreading of nuclear weapons' capabilities.
This does not seem to be in conformity with Art. IV of the
NPT, which provides for unrestricted access of the Parties
to all scientific and technological information for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Taking into account only
national interests for energy production, one is forced
either:
1) to confirm the .right of access to the sensitive technologies and to develop sensitive activities, or
2) to demand an absolute security of access to the sensitive services of the nuclear fuel cycle.
If one goes along with the first option, one is forced to
admit that the transfer of sensitive technologies and facilities has to be done under certain restrictive conditions
concerning their use and retransfer, as well as the safeguarding of installations produced with the help of the
sensitive transfer.
If one goes along with the second option, one is forced to
envisage the development and the implementation of an internationally agreed set of obligations of public and private
nature, which should be applied to all national and multinational sensitive installations for peaceful purposes (plants
for enrichment, reprocessing, plutonium storage, plutonium
fuel element fabrication, etc.). This set of obligations
should be conceived so as to ensure the highest degree of
security of access for customers(commercial and financial
conditions)and of non-proliferation conformity (eg.
international safeguards on the sensitive materials and
their subsequent generations,
space), on the
f>'<& P I «
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b) Withdrawal of a State from NPT
The above-mentioned set of internationally agreed obligations
should be thus conceived that uranium enriched or plutonium
separated in all the sensitive national and international
installations be stored in these installations or in multinational storage installations, and not in the owner State,
except for the quantity of sensitive material needed to support
the operation of nuclear power plants. By this, the proliferation risk in the case a State withdraws from NPT, is drastically reduced.
' ... % : . '
c) Pull scope safeguards
*..','
Full scope safeguarding being already" a mutual commitment among
non nuclear weapon States parties to the KPT, it appears to be
to impose such a commitment also on non nuclear
. weapon States not parties to the !JPT, in order to achieve equality of treatment of States and to speed up universalisation
of the non-proliferation regime.

Proposals resulting from the answers to Key Questions
As logical consequence of its answers to the key questions of Task
Forces A to D, the Swiss delegation makes the following three proposals to INPCE WG.3:
1) The group should try to define an acceptable set of international
obligations of public and private nature which could be applied
to all national and international sensitive installations with a
1
view to achieve high degrees of security of access and of nonproliferation at the same time;
2) The group should define a set of general rules of good practice
for Governments to encourage and protect consumers' investments
in uranium prospection and production as well as in other fuel
cycle facilities;
3) The group shbuld outline the conditions required to make possible
the constitution of national stocks of raw materials and elaborated products consolidated by multinational stocks or reassurance
schemes.

CO-CHaIIOEN/tfG.3/44
4 July 1978

CEC Contribution

Comment by the CEC representative
on the key questions

A.

Raw Materials

According t o data available one can a s s e s s i n general
the uranium sources t o be s u f f i c i e n t to meet the needs
o f the nuclear power industry in the short and medium
term. In p a r t i c u l a r , in recent time exploration e f f o r t s
are s u c c e s s f u l . However, t o guarantee continuing exploration
e f f o r t i t i s necessary t o arrange for favourable conditions
for new investments and t o avoid every a c t i o n that could
influence negatively the d e c i s i o n s t o launch new p r o j e c t s .
The assessment i s based on the assumption that the production
rate of the mines i s not a r t i f i c i a l l y l i m i t e d .
5»7»

Any consideration on t h i s question w i l l have t o be based on
an a n a l y s i s of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the uranium market and
o f the framework conditions which determine the commercial
operations. I t may be s u f f i c i e n t

in t h i s context t o r e c a l l

•some b a s i c elements :
(1)

Uranium d i f f e r s from most commodities insofar as p o t e n t i a l
s u b s t i t u t e s do not e x i s t .

(2)

The use of uranium i s r e s t r i c t e d t o the use in nuclear power
generation. From t h i s follows that both users and consumers
are defined and that there is no other o u t l e t for e i t h e r the
user or the producer. Accordingly, there i s considerable
interdependency. At l e a s t for the time being, there i s a
l i m i t e d number of producers and a geographical concentration
of u s e r s . This w i l l change i n c r e a s i n g l y .

• •/ • •

- 2 (3)

Another characteristic of the uranium market is that
both supply and demand, are characterised by a long leadtime.

This requires in particular stability, predict-

ability and reliability.

On the other hand, it is to be

recognised that this long lead-time makes both the development of supply and demand vulnerable depending on external events.

(4)

3y its very nature as nuclear source material, uranium is
of public and governmental concern.

This makes all questions

related to uranium and its use subject to strategic, but
also tactically motivated political considerations*, both in
the field of domestic and foreign policy.

(5)

In addition, but this is true for other commodities : uranium
is looked at from a producer country's standpoint as a subject
of raw materials policy, and frca a user country's standpoint
as a subject of energy policy, both considerations of vital
political interest.

(6)

In a more narrower sense the uranium market is characterised
by the fact that the major part of world transactions are
direct and contractual between producers and consumers
without passing through a commodity market.

There is no

general public information available on the prices agreed and
paid, a lot is kept in secrecy; finally there is no established
market to allow developing of a trading price.

Although often

reference is made to a "world market price", no 6uch price
really can be defined.

The actual market mechanisms do also

not provide for a buffer between the producers and the consumers to cope with fluctuations in supply and demand.
The following conclusions may be drawn from that situation;
(l)

Governments should refrain, to the extent possible, from taking
an attitude which could impede free and unfettered competition
in the uranium market.

This consideration is based on the

assumption that also with regard to uranium in principle the

- 3interaction of competitive forces will yield best allocation
of the resources, the adequate prices and a balance between the
interests of producers and consumers.

A long term relation between the producer and the consumer
is the best answer to provide stability and reliability for
both supply and demand.

A long term contract carries on the

one hand a guarantee of production and offtake and, on the
other hand, of supply.

The parties, certainly, will agree on

a price mechanism which will allow to take account of the
development.

The risks are known for both parties in advance

so that each side can take its precautions.

It is understood

that by mutual understanding the terms of the contract could be
amended to take account of unforeseeable developments that
render the situation unbearable for both or one of the parties
to the contract.

This concept of a long terra arrangement betv;een

supply and demand, however, does not comply with the concept of
annual review of such essential contract conditions as prices
and quantities.

Also restrictions with regard to the use, in

particular to the freedom of subsequent transfers, do not favour
such long term relations.

The role of governments and the

international scheme should be to create a climate that is
encouraging for producers and users to conclude such long term
contracts.

To the extent the usual market mechanisms alone are not able
to guarantee long term supply and to cope with interruptions
due to various reasons, it is necessary to back up the market
system with additional measures.

In this respect the following

could be considered;

(a)

promotion of prospection and creation of a favourable

• •/• •

climate for new investments
t
(b)

concertation with regard to the parallel development
of long term investment related to demand, that is construction of power plants, and supply, that is opening
up mines, expanding production facilities, etc.

(c)

improvement with regard to the exchange of information
to allow a better and more comprehensive market j'.Tdgem2nt.

(d)

the establishment of intermediary measures between the
consumers and producers that allows to balance out
the need3 of both of them, such as buffer stocks, leasing
arrangements, etc.

In the first place this should be the responsibility of the
producers and consumers based on the understanding of mutual
solidarity, and with public authority involvement, to the extent
necessary.

As regards the Government intervention in questions related to
the production and the use of uranium an understanding should be
achieved:
a)

that the governments act in the consciousness of the interdependance of all decisions with regard to the development of
nuclear power and the fuel cycle,

b)

that unilateral action should be avoided*

c) that efforts are being undertaken to agree among governments on a
set of principles which would as a framework provide the necessary
stability, predictability and reliability for the sellers and
buyers on the market,
d)

that insofar as official influence is exercised with respect to
what usually is described as the commercial field — sach as the
rate of upgrading, the pricing, the fixing of quantities, the
definition of methods of payment, imposition of restrictions with
regard to use and transfers, etc. — the respective interventions
are made in a way that excludes surprises and assures transparency
and objectivity by known criteria open to discussion between
interested partners,

e)

that insofar as a distinction is made between the contract on the
one hand and the import and export license issuance on the other
hand the rule should be adopted that decisions with respect to a
change in export policies are not implemented through the means
of the export license related to deliveries under existing contracts,
and that, in any case, the rights and obligations of the parties
under the contract are automatically suspended so long as the
respective export license is not issued.

Assurance of supply with regard to participation in investment implies
an arrangement between countries concerned on a set of rules providing
protection of investment, guaranteed right to the output and corresponding export*

It goes without saying that attractiveness for foreign

investment is dependant on the degree of. control of foreign investment
and ownership by producer countries.

- 6 B.

Uranium Enrichment

Customer investment in enrichment projects certainly could —
as investments in the natural uranium field do - increase the
reliability of supply under the condition that there is firm
assurance of access to the production.

Enrichment capacity margin above projected needs should be in
the range of 2C$ which corresponds roughly to the range of the
practical tails assay.

Certainly a common enrichment tails assay would be a factor of
stability in the U demand but the flexibility in variation of tails
assay should be kept for technical and economic reasons which are
not necessarily linked with considerations related to the natural
uranium.

It would be preferable to leave the freedom of options to

the parties concerned.

A producer who has a long term assurance of offtake should be prepared to accept supplying less than 100$ of the potential requirements to allow the user the flexibility of either not having
to buy enrichment services which, according to circumstances
arising after conclusion of the contract, are found not to be
required, or to buy elsewhere, if he chooses, the remaining quantity
once the need therefore becomes definite.

In addition, a buyer

undertaking to take delivery over a long term should be allowed
unrestricted use of (i.e. freedom to transfer) such material.

Swedish Contribution

CO-CHAIRMEN/KG.3/45
4 July 1978

Comments by Sweden to Co-Chairmen/WG 3/38 rev 2
Key Question B.7.

B 7. What are the ways of providing enrichment customers with
sufficient contracting flexibility to accomodate changing
needs and circumstances without an unreasonable proportion
of the increased costs being borne by suppliers? What flexibility exists or could be provided to the customer to allow
more freedom in retransfer of unneeded enriched uranium?
To what extent cioes rigidity exist in present contracts
with respect to changing suppliers or using more than one
supplier for a given need? Is such rigidity desirable? If
not, how can it be mitigated?
The enricher has two important lead-times to consider:
- lead-time to build new capacity, around 10 years;
- planning of the running of a facility, 1-2 years.
It is obvious that enrichment customers could not be given
an important flexibility to increased demand in the short
term, this would require the enricher to build new capacity
very rapidly. Flexibility towards decreased demand would
mean that the enrichment facility might not be fully utilized,
which is a situation often met by suppliers in other industries. To limit increased costs by suppliers, customer demand
could be fixed a few years in advance. The customer obviously
wants uo fix this demand as late as possible. In present
practice there exiuts some contracts demanding to fix demand

10 years in advance. If a given reactor construction is
delayed, the customer tuast pay both natural uranium and
enrichment well in advance of their utilization.
The situation shown above could lead to stocks of enriched
uranium at many utilities. In principle suppliers have better
possibilities to equalize between the varying demand of
customers. If they handle the oversupply of enrichment services, this would probably give a better economic optimization.
Variable tails assay is an obvious contracting flexibility
which could help both supplier and customer to stabilize
both supply and demand.
The present rigidity with respect to changing suppliers
might give problems in the future with respect to the
economic utilization of enrichment plants. It is conceivable
that one enricher is in short supply while another has spare
capacity. If such a situation appears in another industrial
branch, economic factors might come into play and the enricher
with spare capacity attract some customers which means
optimum utilization. Suppliers and supplying countries could
facilitate the possibility to change supplier by appropriate
conditions in bilateral agreements and in enrichment contracts.

URANIUM ENRICHMENT - KEY QUESTIONS - INFCB WO 3/38 Rev 2

A.

Assurance of supply

Ans. 1. There seems no clear reason why they should: whoever
buys the uranium,
an interruption of supply eventually
hits the consumer. Generally, it seems better for a
consumer to keep separate his sources of natural uranium
and enrichment services; if he does not, the options open
to him to respond to interruptions in fuel supply are
reduoed.
Anew

2.
Consumers can protect themselves from such
interruptions in enrichment supplies by a sound stockpiling
policy combined with diversification of sources of supply
where appropriate*
Such a policy can he, and commonly is,
supported by the possibility of commercial arrangements
between consumers and suppliers in the event of interruption
The formalisation of such arrangements into multi-lateral
fuel banks or other arrangements seem of limited value.

Ans.

3*
Customer investment in enricliment projects would give
them preferential access to available enrichment supplies,
subject to the precise terms of involvement, but in general
would not seem to provide any greater assurance of supply.
There does not seem any reason of principle why customer
investment should reduce the risks of interruption of
supply for political reasons though, again, this would depenc
on the precise terms of involvement.

A,

Natural Uranium and enrichment market factors

Ans,

4«
Given the adoption by consumers worldwide of a Bound
stocking policy and of supply diversification the margins
of capacity over needs should theoretically be zero.
Significant excese oapaoity can be averted by using the
enrichment technology that can most readily match supply to

demand, which at present means the gas centrifuge
technology. Production surpluses can be avoided, but
if they arise some benefit to the market might be
derived by stockpiling them.
Ana.

5

(a) A fixed tails assay is undesirable to
both customers and plant operators as it
reduces the flexibility available in the use
of installed plant or in uranium feed.
(b) Recycling offers the advantage of
increasing the flexibility of plant operating
strategies, and also heaps conserve uranium.

Ans. 6.
In the past, problems arose from the differing lead
times for the construction of nuclear power stations and
of enrichment plants, and from the conditions imposed on
the supply of enrichment services by suppliers (eg.
USERDA's requirement for fixed commitment contracts to be
signed 8 years in advance of first deliveries - in practice,
before expenditure on nuclear power stations had to be
committed).
Problems can be avoided if supplies are
purchased from producers whose production can more closely
follow the demands of the market - ie producers who use ^'"'
centrifuge technology*
Ans. 7.
Problems arising fr m one changing needs of customers
can be accommodated by suppliers employing an enrichment
technology with a short construct on lead time and by
offering contracts which permit, eg. timing of deliveries,
tail8 assay* to be varied during the execution of the
contracts.

TASK FORCE B

Co-Chairmen/WG .3/52
12 July 1978

INFCE WORKING GROUP 3
KEY QUESTIONS - URANIUM ENRICHMENT
Comment by the Delegation of the
Federal Republic of Germany

Assurance of Supply
1. Would customers feel any greater assurance of supply with
access to enriched uranium on a long-term contract basis
as compared to access to natural uranium and enrichment
services individually on a long-term contract basis?

Access to enriched uranium on a long-term contract basis
may be a convenient supply pattern for some customers.
Others may prefer access to natural uranium and enrictiment
services separately. This will depend to a large extent on
the size of the nuclear programme as well as on the energy
and fuel cycle policies of the individual customer country.
Customers in the Federal Republic of Germany normally try
to obtain a reasonable diversification of supply and, therefore, would in general prefer access to natural uranium and
enrichment services separately.
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A. Assurance of Supply
2. What measures could be taken in cases where:
a) supplies or purchases are stopped or interrupted as a result of
political or other decisions by Governments not connected with
breaches of non-proliferation commitments by customers?
b) supplies or purchases are interrupted for other reasons commonly
regarded as force majeure in the ocnmercial context?

A study undertaken by the Nuclear Subgroup of the IEA indicates that an
interruption in the supply of enrichment can be accommodated within
the fuel cycle to same extent. Additional cover for such situations
seems desirable. However, the obvious expedients (diversification of
supply, stockpiling or backup arrangements between1 customers) may prove
to be of little help in such circumstances.
- Consumers' efforts to diversify supply may be invalidated if
suppliers adopt a policy opposed to "fractional contracting''.
- Even if consumers do have access to stockpile material or ad hoc
loans / the contract with their original supplier may prohibit them
from substituting such other material (at the risk of penalties!)
An examination of possible remedies to the interruption of enrichment
deliveries must, therefore, not only focus on ways and means of obtaining substitute material but also on enrichment contract procedures
restricting the substitution of other material for quantities not delivered by the original supplier. In this context the interface between
enrichment contracts and export licensing should also be considered.
At present, requirement contracts stipulate feed delivery X days prior to
and payment at the time of delivery of the enriched material. If by that
time (or later) it becomes evident that no export licence will be
granted far the enriched material, the customer runs the risk of still
having to deliver feed and to pay for the service with no prospect of
receiving the enriched material in tire. He might even have to pay
a penalty if he does not deliver the feed. In such cases the customer
ought to be given the right to suspend feed delivery and payment, or
to reclaim feed and dcwnpayment, or to terminate the contract altogether
with no extra charge.
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Assurance of Supply
3. Would greater assurance of enrichment supply be provided
through customer investment in national enrichment
projects, in multinational projects? Would such investment
reduce the risks of interruption of supply for political
reasons?

A prerequisite for the assurance of enrichment supply will be
the installation of sufficient capacity to meet projected needs.
The assurance of supply would be even greater if this capacity
were split between several sources of supply tenrichers); the
multiple plant concept and the systematic use of the various
proven enrichment technologies could contribute towards assuring
supply. A supply strategy based on these principles would require
the construction of a number of plants in a number of locations.
If this were to exceed the financial possibilities of the individual countries interested in assuring their enrichment supply,
customer investment in joint ventures could be a solution.
However, such joint ventures could reduce the risk of supply
interruptions for political reasons only if their operation
would be reasonably protected against veto rights of individual
partners, and in particular the host country.
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Flexibility in Enrichment Contracting
7.

What are the ways of providing enrichment customers with
sufficient contracting flexibility to accommodate charging
needs and circumstances without an unreasonable proportion
of the increased costs being borne by suppliers? What
flexibility exists or could be provided to the customer
to allow more freedom in re transfer of unneeded enriched
uranium? To what extent does rigidity exist in present
contracts with respect to changing suppliers or using
more than one supplier for a given need? Is such rigidity
desirable? If not, how can it be mitigated?

Flexibility in enrichment contracting should be increased in
respect of
•
-

lead times
fractional contracting
interface between commercial arrangements and export
licensing
substitution of other material in the event of
supply interruptions
tails option

1KPCE - WG 3 - TASK FORCE B: URANIUM ENRICHMENT
(Ref. Doc. INFCE WC 3/38 Rev. 2).

ITALIAN CONTRIBUTION

A.

Assurance of Supply

1. Apparently, the direct supply of enriched uranium by one individual

supplier

could present lower risks for the consumer,

since it reduces the number of countries involved in the
transaction, and consequently the possibility of decisions
by Governments which could interrupt supplies.

Taking into account, however, that, perhaps with only one
exception, no country, at the present time,

is in the

position to supply by itself both the natural uranium and
enrichment services,

the possibility to conclude

long-

term contracts for the supply of enriched uranium does not
seem to be desirable for obvious reasons, both commercial
-

and concerning the diversification strategy of nuclear fuel
supply sources.
In the case, finally, that the enrichment services supplier

• would

provide directly

the natural uranium

for

his customer in a third country,it cannot be seen how such
system could guarantee a greater continuity of supply, while
the customer would not have any possibility of control "
and negotiation

on the price of natural uranium.

i
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The two cases described

concerning the reasons

which could stop supplies (force majeure or governmental decisions) have evidently the same effect
upon the consumer country; therefore, they can be
treated jointly•

Equally evident appears the necessity to agree in
s ' multinational sphere on a series of measures such as
to avoid that the above mentioned interruptions cause the forced ehut down of nuclear power stations.
The set-up

of stocks agreed upon among supplier

countries (or among consumer

countries) at govern-

ment level appears to offer greater assurance for the
continuity of nuclear stations operation. As concerns
the kind of material for stockpile ,it is deemed that it
shall mainly be enriched uranium (with the most commonly used contents) with smaller amounts of natural
uranium* The size of each stock shall be fixed taking
into account the number of nuclear reactors located in the
same geographical area.

Stock management shall be entrusted to an international
organization which will regulate access to material on
non discriminatory basis.

Stocks shall be physically existing and located in
countries which offer the maximum guarantees of non
interference with their management.
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Financing of stocks and management shall be agreed among
supplier countries and u t i l i z e r countries, .
!.
i

The Fuel Bank concept, even if it is more complicated,
covers

the various forms of establishment and manage-

ment of enriched and natural uranium.

3.
^

The direct participation of a consumer country in the
investments for the construction of enrichment plants
located in other countries or belonging to a multinational
group would seem to

assure

only partially the certainty

of supply. In fact, plant management would be subject to
the will of the host country government that, as already
shown in the field of natural uranium, would greatly influence the
commercial agreements

among the partners of the enterprise.

Moreover, it should still to be solved the problem of natural
uranium supply*

t. ^

. Natural Uraniuii and Enrichment Market Factors
4*

It is deemed that the over capacity

margin of an enrichment

plant as regards the nominal requirements of the reactors
for which the enrichment service was negotiated Bhould not
exceed 5 percent.

In fact, it will be very rare that the

real requirements of reactors
requirements,

exceed the nominal

estimated on a nuclear station's utilization

factor between 70 and 80 percent.

The snail excess of production could be used to create
reserves to face unforeseen and sporadic demand increases.

On the other hand, the enrichment plants availability
has shown to be very high and the risk of outages
for technical reasons very small.

An excess of capacity greater than 5 percent would probably
entail placing problems, similar to the ones which happen
today, due to cancellation and delays of nuclear plants design
for which enrichment services were already ordered.

From the consumers point of view, there is no doubt that
the possibility to change the tail assay
chance to

re-enrich

sing of irradiated

and

the

the uranium obtained through reprocesfuel represent further advantages in

adjusting enrichment contracts to the real needs and to
permit savings of natural uranium.

As already mentioned, the present situation, with enrichment
services in excess

with regard to needs represents a consid-

erable financial burden only for those consumers which were
compelled to stipulate

firm

enrichment

contracts a long time before the beginning of nuclear power
station construction. It was not possible, therefore, to
balance the subsequent delays in the nuclear programmes with
seasonable reductions of obligations towards suppliers of
enrichment services.

A solution to share

in a more equitable

way the burdens

deriving from this situation could be set up by a series
of actions, such ast

— revision of the present

production programmes of enrichment

plants,

- establishment of stocks financed both by producer
and '

consumer countries•

JAPAN

OeuCHAIRllHj/WG.3/58
20 July 1978

ANSWERS OF JAPAN TO
KEY QUESTIONS - URANIUM ENRICHMENT
(Task Force B)

A.

Assurance of Supply

1.

Consumers would not necessarily feel any greater assurance.

Consumer countries with relatively limited need for fuels
might find it more convenient to buy enriched uranium rather
than buy natural uranium and enrichment services individually.
However, if the practice of selling enriched uranium should
become predominant, it could cause more harm than good from
the viewpoint of consumers, because in that case a small
number of enrichers could control the international market and
the voice of customers would hardly be reflected in the market.

2.

Normally customers purchase nuclear fuels under bilateral

long-term contracts concluded following their own import
programmes established on the basis of long-term fuel demand
forecast.

The option for quantitative change, either up or

down, is usually very limited under such bilateral contracts
and the interruption of supply by any supplier could very
easily result in adverse effects on nuclear power generation
of consumer countries.

Therefore, such a situation must be

avoided by all means.
It follows that no governmental actions should be
taken by supplier countries in such a way as to undermine

the long-term
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the long-term bilateral contracts which have been concluded
in mutual confidence between suppliers and consumers and which
have vital importance to the nuclear industry of the latter.
Such actions, if ever taken, should be limited to what is truly
considered to be reasonable and necessary.
f-'

As regards the question 2 (b), it is highly
questionable whether such "other reasons" can be accepted as
legitimate reasons for the interruption of supply.

The assurance

of supply lies only where utmost efforts are made by. both
suppliers and consumers to honour the contracts through close
contact between them.
In the event of supply interruption caused by fore
majeure (in its strict sense of the term), the following
countermeasures might be contemplated:
(i)

The establishment of stockpile and the use

thereof,
(ii)

Temporary borrowing, leasing or swapping of

enriched uranium,
(iii)

Emergency purchase of fuels from other supplier.

Such stockpile could be established at the private,
national, regional or international levels, while such
swapping or leasing could also take place at all these different
levels according to the needs of the circumstances.

However,

these countermeasures should be considered only as supplementary
to the long-term contract system, which is the foundation of the
assurance of supply.
3.
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3.

Although it all depends on each individual case, the

following comments nay be made generally:
The customers' participation in enrichment business
couI«I enhance the stability of supply and reduce the risk of
interruption.

Enrichment projects require a large amount of

capital investment.

The customers' participation in such

projects could significantly contribute to creating the
sufficient quantity of supply capacity at an appropriate time.
It could also facilitate the communication between customers
and suppliers, thereby promoting stable and sustained operation.
Customers would thus find it easier to obtain delivery assurances.
Another advantage would be that over-production could better be
avoided by such a scheme.

B.

Natural Uranium and Enrichment Market Factors

4.

While it is strongly felt that we should await the outcome

of WG 2 to answer this question, our tentative comments are
as follows:
From the viewpoint of maintaining the healthy
functioning of the market mechanism, it is considered necessary
to keep some margin of enrichment capacity large enough to
absorb normal market fluctuations which occur from time to
time and to maintain a proper operation rate of enrichment
plants. Moreover, the surplus products created by the abovementioned margin could be set aside for pre-production and be
utilized for stabilizing the production cost and for the purposes
of the assurance of supply.
5.
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5.

It would not be desirable to fix a common enrichment plant

Tails Assay.

In theory and in practice, an optimum Tails Assay

is determined on the basis of the relative prices of natural
uranium and enrichment services. It can also vary from plant
to plant depending on the efficiency of operating facilities.
Therefore Tails Assay can best be agreed on individually for
each enrichment plant. The diversification of Tails Assay
would be desirable as it would give greater choice to customers.
As regards the impacts of recycling on enrichment,
they are closely related to the degree of enrichment of
recovered uranium and the amount of plutonium to be recycled
and the timing of such recycling. Therefore this question can
only be answered comprehensively on the basis of the results of
the work of WGs 1, 2 and 4.

6.

The measures to cope with these changes would be based on

long-term contracts concluded with customers in the cases of both
natural uranium and enrichment services. Lest changes in demand
should be borne unduly by only one of the two market sectors,
the adjustment of SWU and the option of Tails Assay should be
considered in the case of enrichment services contracts, while,
in the case of natural uranium contracts, the option of delivery
amount and the introduction of the clauses on delivery amount and
adjustment should be considered.

Moreover, in both cases,

swapping, leasing and the transfer of contracts may be considered
between suppliers and/or between consumers.

C.

Flexibility in Enrichment Contracting

7.

The following ways of providing enrichment customers
with sufficient
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with sufficient contracting flexibility may be considered:
(i)

The suppliers should have sufficient running

stockpile,
(ii)

The suppliers should accept temporary custody

of feed material and enriched -juranium for the benefit of
customers,
(iii)

Freedom should be given to customers with

regard to the decision of SWU so that the decision may be
made at the time when the actual demands of reactors is
identified,
(iv)

Option of Tails Assay should be permitted for

customers,
(v)

Customers should be permitted to use fuels

for any one of their reactors other than the reactor for which
the fuels were originally supplied or else to transfer such
fuels to another customer,
(vi)

Unneeded enriched uranium that has not yet

reached the hands of customers should be incorporated into
the running stockpile of the enrichers without any cancellation
fees, or may be transferred to other customers.

On the other

hand, the unneeded enriched uranium that has already been
delivered to customers may be permitted to be used for any
other reactors of their own or to be transferred to other
customers, and a market for this purpose should be established.
According to
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According to the existing enrichment contracts,
customers are obliged to cancel contracts and pay cancellation
fees when they change their suppliers.

Some contracts do

not even permit one reactor to be provided with nuclear fuels
from more than two suppliers.

From the viewpoint of the

assurance of supply, it wi£i be more desirable if customers are
given freedom to choose their suppliers, within the general
framework of non-proliferation purposes.

\ AUSTRALIA

CO CHAIRMEN/HG.3/60
21 July 1978
INFCE WORKING GROUP 3

Enrichment Key Questions - Co-Chairman/WG3/38 Rev.2
AUSTRALIAN REPLIES
A. Assurance of Supply
Answer 1. Australia is not in a position to comment in detail on
customer preference. However, the proposal raises issues
for uranium suppliers. Firstly the commercial interests of
those uranium suppliers not possessing national conversion
or enrichment facilities would need to be protected.
Secondly, the safeguard requirements of uranium producers
and enrichment suppliers would have to be considered.
The package deal concept may be more acceptable to both
consumers and suppliers in the context of multi-national
fuel cycle centres. Such facilities could offer greater
scope for all parties to participate in determining the
terms and conditions of package deal contracts.
Answer 2. The U.S. paper "Uranium Enrichment - Present Position"
presented to WG3 indicates that there has been no demonstrated
failure in the supply system under existing commercial
arrangements for reasons not associated with non-proliferation
matters or for force majeure circumstances.
Countries with large nuclear programmes could be expected
to derive adequate assurance from stockpile and diversification
policies. In the case of countries with small nuclear
programmes some further examination of the position may be
necessary.
Answer 3. Customer investment in national enrichment projects may add
to, but might not necessarily provide, additional assurance
of supply. Enriched uranium supplies would be subject to
the export and safeguards policies of the host Government.
Participation in multi-national projects may provide a greater
degree of assurance on enrichment supply. However, the
export and safeguard policies of the host Government would
still need to be taken into account. In such projects equity
participation normally entitles the participant to secure
a proportion of plant production.
.../2

2.
B. Natural Uranium and Enrichment Market Factors
Answer 4 The growth of enrichment capacity should match as closely
as possible projected requirements. This would seem a feasible objective given that lead times for construction of
nuclear power plants are expected to exceed those for the
expansion of enrichment capacity (see Co-Chairman/WG3/23).
Given the large capital costs involved it is unlikely that
the development of significant new facilities will be possible
in the absence of commitments for a significant proportion
of their output. In these circumstances it is likely that
increased co-ordination will be a prerequisite to further
development in the industry.
It has been suggested that excess enrichment capacity might
be taken up by operating plants in a "resource conservation
mode". Lower tails assay operation would require more
enrichment services but less natural uranium feed.

Answer

At current world prices for uranium and separative work
there would be no significant economic penalty to enrichment
suppliers or to consumers. The result of such a policy
would be for the burden of adjustment for ^excess enrichment
°
uranium
capacity to be borne almost entirely by/producers. The
effects of this may be destabilising with consequences for
assurances of supply. This burden must be borne equitably
between producers, suppliers of enrichment services and
consumers.
A common tails assay policy would be undesirable. It would
be inconsistent with present trends by enrichment suppliers
who are moving towards greater flexibility. Such a policy
would further exacerbate distortions which rigid contract
conditions and inflexible separative work prices already
impose on the market.
Changes in tails assays if introduced suddenly and if generally
applied would have an immediate and direct effect on uranium
demand which may be destabilising. Enrichment contracting
policies which permit tails assay flexibility and which

. ../3

3.
provide for gradual movements in a manner consistent with
market circuristances may be consistent with long term stable
development of the urnium supply industry. However otner
elements in the market must also be flexible so that any
adjustments fall equitably on producers, suppliers and
consumers. (See Answer 4 above).
Answer

A full consideration of the implications of recycling must
await inputs from WG1, 2 & 4.

Answer 6. Customers are at present largely insulated from any costs
associated with adjustment to changed requirements. This
arises because nuclear fuel costs are not greatly different
between 0.3% and 0.2% tails at current world market prices
for separative work and natural uranium. Techsnabexport and
Eurodif presently offer customers tails assay flexibility
and the US DOE is moving in this direction with the new
Adjustable Fixed Commitment contract.
Customers may, however, bear additional costs in adjusting
to shDrt-term demand changes if the existing price relationship oetween natural uranium and separative work changed.
Thus, if enrichment nrices increased in the future at a
greater rate than natural uranium prices, customers would
not have the same flexibility in trading off quantities
of natural uranium and separative work.

See also answers 4 & 5(a).
C. Flexibility in Enrichment Contracting
Answer 7. As Australia does not have enrichment facilities and is not a
purchaser of enrichment services no comments are offered.

OO-GHAIRHBH/HG. 3/65
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hey q u e s t i o n s uranium enrichment
( t a s k force b)

Ceruments by the delegation of the N e t h e r l a n d s :
Assurance of supply
Although the terms of the contracts are to a high decree
decisive and if therefore will be very difficult to give
a clear answer, the second possibility mentioned in question
1 namely assess to natural uranium and enrichment services
individually, and - of course - on long tern contract bais,
seems to be preferable. J?or the short term it could,
however, be useful for the customers to have access to
enriched uranium as such.
In ca.se supplies or purchases are interrupted as a result of
political or other decisions by governments not connected
with breaches of non-proliferation commitments b^ customers
a fuel uank system could be helpful. It has, however, to oe
admittea that the fuel bank concept from the u'/.jmercial
point of view will raise many difficulties. Nevertheless this
possibility has to be investigated very seriously.
As to point 3 it should be remarked that "force majeure" could
be reduced b^ having a limited number of very large
multinational enrichment projects, ihis structure is to oe
i referred to a large number of national enrichment installations
for nor.-proliferation reasons as wexi as economic reasons.
Although customer investment in national or multinational
projects as such cannot absolutely guarantee an
un-interrupted supply, a preferential treatment on the basis
of such investments will be possible. However, it is
questionable if such investments will reduce the risk of
interruption of supply for political reasons, not connected
with breacii.es of non-proliferation commitments.
National uranium and enrichment market factors
Pr-ojuoted capacity, should not exceed projected needs, "he
cieation of excess capacity as a result of special Government
subsidies must be avoided. Inavoiiaoxe excess could be places
in an IAEA fuel bank with supplier's deposit rights, 'ih^s
concept has a douo^e advantage. First of ail it could oe a
solution for customers (see ans..er 2 a) and secondly large
amounts of enriched uranium exceeding immediate needo
could be withdrawn from the international market in o n e r to
avoid proliferation risk~. Nevertheless the problems regarding
possible disturoaTice of the enriciiment market should oe
Carefully considered.
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~i.richn.ent operations should offer tails flexibility. The
tails as^ay «viii then be determined oy uranium- and
enrichment costs, ixe cycling helps to conserve uranium.
Sxcessive enrichement market instability can be avoided by
cheesing enrichment techniques with short construction
lead times, e.^. centrifuge enrichment pianxs.
?rom the point cf view of the customers mox'e flexibility
in enrichment contracts should be provided under the
condition that the increased ce^ts shouxa be borne b^ them.
Although one could consider to maKe, at adritionai costs,
re transfer of contracts and changing suppliers possible,
from the non-proliferation point of view this seems very
undesirable see also remarks under point 4 ) .

U.S.A.

eOwCH&IRMEH/WG.3/74
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u 3. T-APK F O P C E 3:

A.l.
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In general, customers r.i^ht feel greater supply

assurance fcith access to enriched uranium than with access to
natural uranium and enrichment services individually.

In

specific cases, however, several other factors would affect
the relative advantages of these two arrangements - including
the diversity of potential suppliers, conditions of access,
possible participation in multinational ventures, and the
size of the customer's nuclear program.
A2.

The risk of stoppages or interruptions of enrichment

services can be reduced through a. number of measures, most
directly by diversification of sources of supply.

It may

be desirable to provide additional assurance through multilateral or international ba~k-up arrangements such as safety
nets or a fuel -trust which could serve a group of participating
countries meeting appropriate non-proliferation criteria.
Individual stockpiling of a reasonable quantity of low
enriched or natural uranium might also be an

appropriate

measure.
A3.

Customer investments in national or multinational

enrichment projects could help provide increased assurance
of supply, particularly through guaranteed offtake of a
proportion of the plant's production.

Of course, such

projects would have to be carefully conceived so as to
minimize proliferation risks.
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a margin for adjusting tails assays, and provide insurance
against supply interruptions from any one source.

Too

large a surplus, however, well might risk destabilizing the
market and intensifying competition among suppliers to the
detriment of non-proliferation considerations.

An undesir-

able degree of excess capacity can be avoided or reduced
through stockpiling, lowered tails assays, and reduced
rates of additions to enrichment capacity.
B5.

Variation in tails assays, applied in a manner

consistent with the stability of enrichment and uranium
markets, may introduce desirable flexibility into enrichment
contracting practices.
B6.

-C7.

It is difficult to determine, in practice,

a reasonable apportionment of risks between enrichment
suppliers and customers.

Suppliers have to bear large

burdens and risks in terms of vast capital investments
involving long lead times before sales can be realized.
Customers are asked to bear some of the risks by such
measures as advance payments and commitments several years
in advance to essentially fixed deliveries despite some
uncertainties regarding actual needs.
Enrichment customers basically require two
kinds of contracting flexibility:
a.

Prior Operational Flexibility - to
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planned operation status of nuclear power
stations,
c.

Operational flexifciliry - to accommodate
for changing uranium/enrichment needs
resulting from minor operational problems,
variances in on-strea™ time factors, fuel
management economic trade-offs, etc.

Suppliers can offer prior operational
flexibility to customers by shortening the time interval
between commitment to enrichment capacity and customer
delivery requirements.
Regarding operational flexibility, suppliers,
within the operating constraints facing ' .em, can offer some
degree of flexibility by providing contract provisions such
as variable tails assay options, percentage variations and
customer deliveries within a specific time/quantity range.
The degree of flexibility that a supplier can offer is determined
by the technology/operational constraints of his enrichment
facilities.
Concerning customer retransfer rights and fractional
contracting, these rights should be provided to customers
to the extent that they do not place an economic burden on
the supplier and other customers.

In this regard, the new

U.S. enrichment contract (Adjustable-Fixed Commitment contract)
offers customers the right to fractional contract for their
requirements and assignment rights constrained only by US
non-proliferation policy.

